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Pampered chef cheese grater dishwasher safe

Image not available for color: Positive review SuperiorTo all positive reviews › Katscatters5.0 of 5 starsGood grater. Reviewed in the United States on September 11, 2014 I am very happy with my chef pampered cheese grater. I'd read some reviews from people who thought it wasn't easy to clean up. I don't think that's true. It's really very
easy to clean. Easier than old fashioned graters. But that's just my opinion. Some also mentioned that the handle broke easily. I haven't had enough time to know whether that's true or not, but never push hard in the push. I think if you do, chances are you break the handle. Take the grid time ... pleasant and easy. It should last years just
like most Pampered Chef products. 4.8 out of 5 stars 17,549 Visit the help section or contact us homepage-session-timeout The Microplane® Adjustable Coarse Grater grater quickly grates soft cheese, fresh fruit, vegetables, chocolate, and more. The adjustable handle allows you to scratch in a standing position on a cutting board or can
be spread over a plate or bowl. In addition, the practical food support keeps your fingers away from the stainless steel blade. Details of the product Stainless steel microplane® sheet. 13 (33 cm) long. The food holder keeps his fingers away from the blade. Telescopic tips inside the Food Holder ensure food during the grid. The adjustable
handle can be used standing or outstretched. Nonskid feet for added stability. Easy grip handle. Includes storage cover. How to clean the three-year warranty for non-commercial use. See your sales receipt for more information. Weee&lt; Find a party or find a consultant or just shop that won't be connected to a party or consultant. You
won't be connected to a party. content goes here. homepage-session-timeout The Quick Prep Food Grater helps you quickly prepare batches of fresh vegetables, cheese and fruit for the preparation of weekend meals, gatherings and meals full of vegetables. It works on any surface and is cut smoothly. The zest comes with three leaves: a
fine zest, a thick zest, and a cutter. You can appreciate anything from hard cheeses to potatoes to colt - it's a prepper food dream tool. It also includes a 15-cup (3.5-L) storage container that has measuring marks, so you know when you have enough ingredients ready. Details12 (30 cm) of height.141/2 (37 cm) long handle to end of
container. Includes three blades: thin grid, thick grid and cut. The two-part food pusher keeps your hands safe and allows you to guide food large and small on the leaf. The food chute directs the grated foods in the bowl or storage container of 15 cups (3.5-L). The zest breaks down into pieces for convenient storage. The storage
container, the leaves, the food pusher, the insertion of the food pusher and the light shield are safe for the dishwasher. The plastic body, base and handle are just hand washing. Three-year warranty. Get tips for using the product here. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS&lt; find a party or find a Or Just Store will not be connected to a
party or consultant. You won't be connected to a party. content goes here. homepage-session-timeout Slicing has never been easier than it is with the Simple Cutter! Just swipe the food support on the runway, pop in fruits or vegetables and slide back and for perfect slices. Use this hand cutter over a bowl or cutting board - nonskid feet
will stay in place! DetailsBlade is adjusted to 1/16, 1/8 and 3/16 thicknesses. Security lock raises the body so that the blade is not exposed when stored. Feet without heart. Safe dishwasher. Weee&lt; Find a party or find a consultant or just shop that won't be connected to a party or consultant. You won't be connected to a party. content
goes here. homepage-session-timeout The Microplane® Adjustable Coarse Grater grater quickly grates soft cheese, fresh fruit, vegetables, chocolate, and more. The adjustable handle allows you to scratch in a standing position on a cutting board or can be spread over a plate or bowl. In addition, the practical food support keeps your
fingers away from the stainless steel blade. Details of the product Stainless steel microplane® sheet. 13 long. The food holder keeps his fingers away from the blade. Telescopic tips inside the Food Holder ensure food during the grid. The adjustable handle can be used standing or outstretched. Nonskid feet for added stability. Easy grip
handle. Includes storage cover. How to clean the three-year warranty for non-commercial use. See your sales receipt for more information. Weee&lt; Find a party or find a consultant or just shop that won't be connected to a party or consultant. You won't be connected to a party. content goes here. homepage-session-timeout The
Microplane® Adjustable Fine Grater is your go-to for citrus, hard cheese, chocolate, nuts, ginger, garlic... even fruits and vegetables. The adjustable handle allows scratching in a standing or outstretched position: use it standing on a cutting board, or spread on a plate or bowl. In addition, the practical food support keeps your fingers away
from the stainless steel blade. Details Microplane stainless steel® sheet.13 long. The food holder keeps your fingers away from the blade and covers the full width of the blade. The adjustable handle can be used standing or outstretched. Nonskid feet for added stability. Easy grip handle. Includes storage cover. Safe dishwasher. Weee&lt;
Find a party or find a consultant or just shop that won't be connected to a party or consultant. You won't be connected to a party. content goes here. homepage-session-timeout The Quick Prep Food Grater helps you quickly prepare batches of fresh vegetables, cheese and fruit for the preparation of head meals meetings and meals full of
vegetables. It works on any surface and is cut smoothly. The zest comes with three leaves: a fine zest, a thick zest, and a cutter. You can appreciate anything from hard cheeses to potatoes to pick meat - it's a prepper's dream to eat food It also includes a 15-cup storage container that has measuring marks, so you know when you have
enough ingredients ready. Details12 of height.141/2 long handle to end of container. Includes three blades: thin grid, thick grid and cut. The two-part food pusher keeps your hands safe and allows you to guide food large and small on the leaf. The food chute directs the grated foods in your bowl or storage container of 15 cups. The zest
breaks down into pieces for convenient storage. The storage container, the leaves, the food pusher, the insertion of the food pusher and the light shield are safe for the dishwasher. The plastic body, base and handle are just hand washing. Three-year warranty. Get tips for using the product here. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS&lt;
Finding a party or finding a fair consultant or store will not be connected to a party or consultant. You won't be connected to a party. content goes here. Here.
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